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### CALL NUMBER LOCATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Library Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City, State Zip</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASIA</td>
<td>University of Hawaii at Manoa, Hamilton Library</td>
<td>2550 McCarthy Mall</td>
<td>Honolulu, HI 96822</td>
<td>(808) 956-8116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAM</td>
<td>University of Hawaii at Manoa, Hamilton Library</td>
<td>2550 McCarthy Mall</td>
<td>Honolulu, HI 96822</td>
<td>(808) 956-7204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAW</td>
<td>University of Hawaii at Manoa, Hamilton Library</td>
<td>2550 McCarthy Mall, Rm 501</td>
<td>Honolulu, HI 96822</td>
<td>(808) 956-8264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAW</td>
<td>William S. Richardson School of Law Library</td>
<td>2525 Dole Street</td>
<td>Honolulu, HI 96822</td>
<td>(808) 956-7583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BIBLIOGRAPHIES


Prepared for LIS 601 Bibliography and Reference Sources, Graduate School of Library Studies, University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. Photocopy of typescript.

Call Number: RESERVE Z 7164 .L3 H67 (LAW, HAW)


Call Number: K 25 .N642 (LAW, HAM, HAW)

Kidani, Lori M. N. Bibliography of Native Hawaiian Legal Resources: Materials Available at the William S. Richardson School of Law Library. Honolulu: Center for Excellence in Native Hawaiian Law, University of Hawaii School of Law, 2006.

Annotated bibliography organized by author and subject.

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 75 .K53 (LAW)


Covers general reference works; basic native Hawaiian rights; land; water and fisheries; Hawaiian Home Lands; overthrow, annexation and reparations; sovereignty; and Hawaiians as Native Americans.

Call Number: KFH 505.6.C5 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 505.6.C5 L33 (LAW, HAW)
CULTURAL KNOWLEDGE AND PROPERTY


Call Number: KFH 330 .A33 (HAW) RESERVE KFH 330 .A33 (HAW)


“Documents the efforts of indigenous peoples to redefine heritage as a proprietary resource…. By focusing on the complexity of actual cases, Brown casts light on indigenous claims in diverse fields--religion, art, sacred places, and botanical knowledge” (Publisher’s description).

Call Number: K 1401 .B79 (LAW, HAM, HAW)


Co-recipient of the 2003 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Provides a comparative analysis of the judicial reluctance to recognize the Hawaiian and Maori language right. “Offers, then critiques, a proposal for the Hawai‘i Legislature to recognize a cultural right to use ‘Olelo Hawai‘i in the courts” (Introduction, p. 6).

Call Number: KZ 245.H3 D88 (LAW) P 119.32 .U6 K87 (HAW) RESERVE KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW) RESERVE P119.32 .U6 K87 (HAW)


An in-depth evaluation of the current legal situation under national, regional and international law including analyses of the Convention on Biological Diversity and other international instruments, as well as initiatives of the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), the UN Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), and other international bodies but also probes numerous further possibilities. While no one concerned with indigenous culture or environmental issues can afford to ignore it, this book is also of special significance to practitioners and policymakers in intellectual property law in relation to indigenous heritage (Publisher’s description).

Call Number: K 1401 .IS53 (LAW)


Analyzes the issue of legal control and ownership of plants and traditional knowledge of the uses of plants.

Call Number: K 1519 .B54 M43 (LAW)

Examines commodification of culture, ownership of intangible property, community ownership, and various aspects of appropriation.

Call Number: KF 2979 .S33 (LAW)

Materials for a conference on Native Hawaiian Land Rights (December 8, 1995). Topics covered include legal issues and perspectives, private sector issues, regulatory issues and perspectives, traditional and customary Hawaiian practices: a modern perspective, and Native Hawaiian land rights: a positive outlook. Applicable cases, constitutions, statutes, and briefs are also included.

Call Number: KFH 505.6 .C57 N38 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 505.6 .C57 N38 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 112.A5 N37 (LAW)


“This report consists of two volumes. Volume 1 examines specific functional or program areas that are involved in implementing the [State Water] Code. Volume II is a detailed analysis of the Code and its implementing rules focusing on administrative requirements, procedures, and compliance” (Introduction). Volume 1, Chapter 6 covers Hawaiian rights related to water resources in Hawaii.

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 446 .A834 (LAW, HAW)


Co-recipient of the 1997 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Examines "the issues surrounding the ceded lands dispute and the implications of the OHA v. State decision." (Introduction, p. 4). Includes a history of the Ceded Lands Trust and its statutory evolution.

Call Number: KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW)
KFH 139 .L3 C43 (HAM)
RESERVE KFH 139 .L3 C43 (HAW)


Call Number: HD216 .C45 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE HD216 .C45 (LAW, HAW)

A study of land and politics in Hawaii from the mid-1950s to the mid-1980s. An index provides access to a selection of topics such as Bishop Estate, the Hawaii Supreme Court, Hawaiians, and land use law.

Call Number: HD 266.H3 C66 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE HD 266 .H3 C66 (HAW)


Examines the background, worth, and fate of Hawaii's lands.

Call Number: HD 211 .H3 C73 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE HD 211 .H3 C729 (HAW)


Recipient of the 1999 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Argues that "the customary and traditional system of Hawaiian property and resource use has been, and continues to be, a Common Property Resource (CPR) regime" (Introduction, p. 1). Also that "an understanding of the dynamics of CPR systems ... is critical to reaching an informed and appropriate *modus vivendi* with the legal pluralism implied by the *PASH* decision and how this can be applied to future property and resource use decisions in Hawai'i" (Introduction, p. 1-2).

Call Number: KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW)


Provides brief overviews of the laws that relate to environmental justice issues affecting Native Hawaiians. Informative background on the laws and a clearly written narrative contribute greatly to its usefulness.

Call Number: KFH 354 .K87 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE KFH 354 .K87 (LAW, HAW)


Call Number: KF 292 .W545 A5 (LAW, HAM)
RESERVE KF 292 .W545 A5 (LAW, HAW)


Comprehensive analysis of the Mahele from a contemporary Hawaiian perspective. Uses Hawaiian language sources to examine the traditional Hawaiian relationship to the land, observing changes due to Christian conversion and American colonization.

Call Number: DU 624.65 .K357 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 624.65 .K357 (HAW)

An index that “covers cases from the first six volumes of the Hawai'i Reports…. Also included is the Court of Claims case that Lili'uokalani brought against the United States” (Introduction, p. 1).

Call Number: KFH 112 .A54 L33 (HAW)  
RESERVE KFH 112 .A54 L33 (LAW, HAW)


Provides a comprehensive analysis of the many Native Hawaiian rights issues. Covers topics such as Native Hawaiian lands and sovereignty, securing individual Hawaiian land titles, natural resource rights, traditional and customary rights, and resources benefiting Native Hawaiians.

Call Number: KFH 254 .M33 (HAW)  
RESERVE KFH 254 .M33 (HAW)


Comprehensive coverage of water and the law in Hawaii. Topics include aquifers and streams, Hawaiian mythology and social structure, land and water in the Kingdom of Hawai'i, traditional and customary rights on property, water law in Hawai'i, the Waiahole ditch controversy, and water and the future.

Call Number: KFH 446 .M55 (HAM, HAW)  
RESERVE KFH 446 .M55 (LAW, HAW)


Includes a summary of the *Public Access Shoreline Hawai'i v. Hawai'i County Planning Comm'n* decision, Senate Bill 8, testimony on Senate Bill 8, and various related articles. Also includes the full text of decisions and applicable statutes. (Life With PASH Conference, December 9, 1997 at the 1997 Hawaii State Bar Association Convention, Sheraton Waikiki Hotel.)

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 505.6 .H85 L54 (LAW, HAW)


Recipient of the 2000 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Examines model treaties and international environmental law that can guide the restored Native Hawaiian nation when dealing with the United States after receiving full independence. Includes a "theoretical framework that builds upon existing water resource treaties and international guidelines" (Introduction, p. 5).

Call Number: KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW)  
KFH 505.6 .W38 O56 (HAM)  
RESERVE KFH 505.6 .W38 (HAW)

Covers how Hawaiians lost their land and the history of the Kahana Hui. Includes discussions on the evidence from claims, hearings, and land surveys of the Great Mahele to see how farming and daily life functioned and also how *hui* functioned and how this reflected the traditional social system in Hawaii.

Call Number: HD1333.U62 H368 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE HD1333.U62 H368 (HAW)


Large black and white photographs chronicle the Native Hawaiian land struggles from the 1970s to 1990s. Informative captions and photographer’s notes situate each picture within its historical context.

Call Number: KFH 411 .T73 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 411 .T73 (LAW, HAW)
LAWS, CURRENT


A codification of the general ordinances of the County of Maui, Hawaii.

Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH 599.M38 A35  (LAW, HAW)


A codification of the general ordinances of the County of Hawaii, State of Hawaii.

Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH 599.H3 A35  (LAW, HAW)


Compilation of Hawaii’s current revised statutes. Kept up to date with supplements.

Call Number:  REFERENCE (LAW, HAM, HAW)  
KFH30  (LAW)


Comprising the ordinances of the County of Kauai, State of Hawaii.

Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH599.K3 A35  (LAW, HAW)

*Michie’s Hawaii Revised Statutes Annotated.* Charlottesville, VA: Michie Co.

Derived from the Hawai‘i Revised Statutes. Includes case annotations from “the reading of all reported cases of the Hawai‘i Supreme Court, the Hawai‘i Intermediate Appellate Court, and all federal cases which have construed Hawai‘i laws. The annotations also include notes taken from applicable opinions of the Hawai‘i Attorney General and from opinion letters from the Office of Information Practices and notes taken from the Hawai‘i Law Review. In addition to these annotations, cross-references to related constitutional sections and statutory provisions have been provided, as well as references to relevant law review articles and American Law Reports…and Federal Series.” (Preface at v.)

Call Number:  REFERENCE (LAW, HAW)  
KFH 30 .A4  (LAW)


Comprising the ordinances of the City & County of Honolulu.

Call Number:  REFERENCE (LAW)  
RESERVE  KFX 1511.H59 A35  (LAW, HAW)
ONLINE RESOURCES

Law Library Microform Consortium
http://www.llmc.com

LLMC is in the process of converting all titles contained in its microfiche collection to digital format for presentation online via its subscription service, LLMC-Digital. UH username and password is required if not accessing from the library.

Some of the LLMC-Digital offerings include:

- Hawaii Senate Journals 1902-1904, 1911-1939
- Hawaii Session Laws 1848-1898
- Hawaii Supreme Court Reports 1847-1924
- U.S. District Court for the District of Hawaii Reports 1903-1917

Hawaii State Legislature - Documents

Organic Act
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol01_Ch0001-0042F/03-ORG

Admission Act
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol01_Ch0001-0042F/04-ADM

Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, 1920
http://www.capitol.hawaii.gov/hrscurrent/Vol01_Ch0001-0042F/06-HHCA

PRINT RESOURCES


Call Number: RESERVE KFH 30 1859 .A234 (HAW)
             MICROFICHE 28 (LAW)
             MICROFICHE S00066 (HAM)

The Civil Code of the Hawaiian Islands: Passed in the Year of Our Lord 1859: To Which Is Added an Appendix, Containing Laws Not Expressly Repealed by the Civil Code; the Session Laws of 1858-9; and Treaties with Foreign Nations. Published by Authority. Honolulu: Printed for the Government, 1859.

Includes a detailed index and forms such as permits, warrants, and court petitions. Also includes lists of private lands of Kamehameha III, lands surrendered by the King to the Chiefs and People to be set apart as the lands of the Hawaiian Government, and lands to be set apart for the use of the Fort in Honolulu. Treaties included are with the United States, France, Great Britain, Denmark, Hamburg, Bremen, Sweden, and Norway. “Art. I. There shall be perpetual peace and amity between the United States and the King of the Hawaiian Islands, His heirs and His successors” (p. 458).

Call Number: KFH 30 1859 .A235 (HAW)
             RESERVE KFH 30 1859 .A235 (HAW)
             MICROFICHE 29 (LAW)
Microfiche S00068 (HAM)


Call Number: KFH 30 1884 .A46 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 30 1884 .A46 (LAW, HAW)


Includes a Compiler’s Preface by Sidney Miller Ballou, table of contents, appendix, and index. Also includes the Constitution of the Republic of Hawaii (July 3, 1894).

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 30 1897 .A245 (HAW)
SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 30 1897 .A245 (LAW)
MICROFICHE 33 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00074 (HAM)


Contains laws and various forms such as health certificates and permit forms.

Call Number: KFH 30 1884 .A236 (LAW, HAW)
RESERVE KFH 30 1883 .A236 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 30 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00069 (HAM)

Constitution and Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives at Their Session, 1852. Honolulu: Printed by order of the Legislature, 1852.

Original Hawaiian and English translations are included. Includes an index.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00089 (HAM)


Translation of the constitution and laws of the Hawaiian Islands, established in the reign of Kamehameha III (Kumu Kanawai, A Me Na Kanawai O Ko Hawaii Pae Aina, Ua Kauia I Ke Kau Ia Kamehameha III).

Call Number: KFH 30 1842 .A35 (HAM)
RESERVE KFH 30 1842 .A35 (HAW)


Constitution and laws of 1840. Issued earlier under title, Translation of the constitution and laws of the Hawaiian Islands, established in the reign of Kamehameha III.
Laws of His Majesty Kalakaua, King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly, at Its Session, 1874. Published by Authority. Honolulu: Black & Auld, Printers, 1874.

Includes session laws, government appropriations (expenses and salaries), and an index.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KF 25.A24 (LAW) MICROFICHE S00113 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kalakaua, King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly, at Its Session, 1876. Published by Authority. Honolulu: Printed by H. L. Sheldon, 1876.

Includes session laws, government appropriations (expenses and salaries), and an index. Also includes the Treaty of Reciprocity between the United States of America and the Hawaiian Kingdom and a treaty between Austro-Hungary and Hawaii.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KF 25.A24 (LAW) MICROFICHE S00115 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00117 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kalakaua, King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly at Its Session, 1880. Honolulu: P.C. Advertiser Co. Steam Print, 1880.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00119 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00121 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kalakaua I., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly at Its Session, 1884. Honolulu: P.C. Advertiser Steam Print, 1884.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00123 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kalakaua I., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly at Its Session, 1886. Honolulu: P.C. Advertiser Steam Print, 1886.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00125 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kalakaua I., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly at Its Session, 1887. Honolulu: Hawaiian Gazette Book and Job Print, 1887.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00129 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00131 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives at Their Session, 1851. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1851.

Original Hawaiian and English translations are included. Includes an index.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25 .A24 (LAW) MICROFICHE S00087 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives at Their Session, 1853. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1853.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00091 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha III., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives at Their Session, 1854. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1854.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00093 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha IV., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives, at Their Session, 1855. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1855.

Includes treaties between the Hawaiian Kingdom and Great Britain (1851), the Free Hanseatic Republic of Bremen (1854), and the Kingdoms of Sweden and Norway (1855)

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00095 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha IV., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives, at Their Session, 1856. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1856.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00097 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha IV., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives, at Their Session, 1860. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1860.

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00099 (HAM)
Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha IV., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Nobles and Representatives, at Their Session, 1862. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1862.

Includes session laws and a Joint Resolution. Also includes the appropriations bill for 1862 and 1863 (expenses and salaries). An index is provided.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00101 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha V., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly, at Its Session, 1864-1865. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1865.

Includes session laws, Appropriations Bill for 1864 – 65 (expenses and salaries), and the Constitution. (Kamehameha V., August 20, 1864).

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00103 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha V., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly, at Its Session, 1866-1867. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1866.

Includes session laws, Appropriations Bill for 1866 – 67 (expenses and salaries), Hawaiian version, and English index to statute of laws of session 1866.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00105 (HAM)


Includes session laws, government appropriations (expenses and salaries), and an index.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00107 (HAM)

Laws of His Majesty Kamehameha V., King of the Hawaiian Islands, Passed by the Legislative Assembly, at Its Session, 1870. Honolulu: Printed by order of the government, 1870.

Includes session laws and government appropriations (expenses and salaries), and an index. Also includes treaties between the Hawaiian Islands and the following countries: Italy, Russia, and Spain.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00109 (HAM)


Includes session laws, government appropriations (expenses and salaries), and index. Also includes the Postal Convention between the United States of America and the Hawaiian Kingdom and Treaty with Japan.

Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24 (LAW)
Laws of the Sandwich Islands, by Kauikeouli, the King. [Honolulu], Oahu: Mission Press, 1835.

Addresses the topics of murder, theft, adultery, deception, and drunkenness.

Call Number: KFH 30 1835.A23 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 30 1835.A23 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 14 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S0054 (HAM)

Laws of the Territory of Hawaii. Published by Authority. Honolulu.

Contains all of the laws enacted by the Hawaii Legislature during each regular and special session.

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 25.A27 [Volumes: 1901 – 1959 Regular Session] (LAW, HAW)
MICROFICHE S50023 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S50207 (HAM)


Call Number: RESERVE KFH 330.A3 (HAW)


Prepared by William L. Lee, this document contains a detailed outline of its contents as well as an index. The Treaty Between His Majesty Kamehameha III, and the United States of America (1850) is also included on page 208.

Call Number: KFH 561.A3 1850 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 561.A3 1850 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 23 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00063 (HAM)


Contains an outline of the contents with corresponding chapter and section references. Also includes an index. “Robert G. Davis and Richard H. Stanley … were appointed to prepare the compilation and submit it to the Judges for review” (Preface).

Call Number: KFH 561.A3 1868 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 561.A3 1868 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 25 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00065 (HAM)

Includes a preface, detailed index, and appendix containing Joint Resolutions. Also contains sample forms to be used with particular sections (permits, depositions, passports, etc.).

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 30 1845-47 .A234 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 22 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00061 (HAM)


Includes a preface and detailed table of contents. Also includes a section titled, The Laws and Resolutions Passed at the Annual Council of the Hawaiian Nobles and Representatives Convened According to the Constitution, at Lahaina. Lahainaluna, HI: Seminary Press, 1843.

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 30 1842 .A233 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 20 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00059 (HAM)


A reproduction of the original 1887 document, Treaties and Conventions concluded between the Hawaiian Kingdom and other Powers since 1825. Some of the States that entered into treaties with the Hawaiian Kingdom are France, Denmark, Great Britain, Hamburg, United States, Bremen, Sweden and Norway, Belgium, Netherlands, Swiss Confederation, Italy, Japan, and the German Empire. Postal Conventions between the Hawaiian Kingdom and the French protectorate government of Tahiti, as well as with the colonial government of New South Wales are also included. The full text of the Treaty of Reciprocity between the United States of America and the Hawaiian Kingdom is also provided.

Call Number: JX 1181 .A6 (HAW)
RESERVE  JX 1181 .A6 (LAW)


Compiled from the official records by Robert C. Lydecker, Librarian, Public Archives. Includes notes by the compiler, The First Constitution of Hawaii granted by Kamehameha III (October 8, 1840) and many of the King’s speeches to the Legislature.

Call Number:  KFH 400 .L93 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE KFH 400 .L93 (HAW)
SPECIAL COLLECTION  KFH 400 .L93 (LAW)


Republished in reference form, documents that have been compiled under the common title of “The Fundamental Law of Hawaii” include: 1) The first constitution of Kamehameha III, Oct. 8, 1840; 2) The
first laws of Hawaii, enacted under Kamehameha III; 3) The law creating, and principles guiding the
Land Commission; 4) The second constitution of Kamehameha III, 1852; 5) Constitution of
Kamehameha V, 1864; 6) Constitution of Kalakaua, 1887; 7) Proclamation and orders, incident to the
The Treaty Annexing Hawaii to the United States, 1897; 10) Resolution of the Hawaiian Senate ratifying
the Annexation Treaty, 1897; 11) Joint Resolution of Congress annexing Hawaii, 1898; 12) Documents
and procedure incidental to the transfer of the sovereignty and possession of Hawaii to the United
States, August 12, 1898; and the Executive Orders of President McKinley, issued during the “Transition
Period” between the date of annexation and the passage of the Organic Act, 1898 – 1900; 13) The act
of Congress organizing Hawaii into a Territory. [The translator is believed to have been Rev. Wm. L.
Richards.]

Call Number: KFH 400 .A25 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 400 .A25 (HAM, HAW)
MICROFICHE 15 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00075 (HAM)
**LEGAL CASES**


A comprehensive index to the reported case law of Hawaii. Provides access to reported decisions of the Supreme Court of Hawaii, Supreme Court of the United States, and decisions of the other Federal Courts in cases arising in Hawaii.

Call Number: KFH 48.15 .H3 (LAW)
REFERENCE (LAW)
RESERVED KFH 47.1 .H3 (HAW)


Call Number: RESERVE KFH 45 .A2 (LAW, HAW)
MICROFICHE S50002 [v. 1, 1847 – v. 60, 1979] (LAW)


Call Number: RESERVE KFH 45 .A2 (HAW)


Covers decisions of the Supreme Court of the United States from 1754 to date.

Call Number: KF 8741.A53 U55 (LAW)


Call Number: REFERENCE KFH 45 .A2 (LAW)
RESERVE KFH 45 .A22 (HAW)


An index that "covers cases from the first six volumes of the Hawai‘i Reports…. Also included is the Court of Claims case that Lili‘uokalani brought against the United States" (Introduction, p. 1).

Call Number: KFH 112 .A54 L33 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 112 .A54 L33 (LAW, HAW)

*Native Hawaiian Bar Association, William S. Richardson School of Law, and Native Hawaiian Advisory Council. "Life with PASH!" Honolulu, 1997.*
Includes a summary of the *Public Access Shoreline Hawai'i v. Hawai'i County Planning Comm'n* decision, Senate Bill 8, testimony on Senate Bill 8, and various related articles. Also includes the full text of decisions and applicable statutes.

(Life With PASH Conference, December 9, 1997 at the 1997 Hawaii State Bar Association Convention, Sheraton Waikiki Hotel.)

Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH 505.6.H85 L54 (LAW, HAW)


A compilation of numerous discussions, public meetings, and across-the-table deliberations by the members of the PASH/Kohanaiki Study Group. Group members included "people who have studied and experienced the impacts of the PASH decision from a variety of perspectives" (p. 5). Intended as a starting point to help focus and facilitate public discussions on the PASH debate.

Call Number:  KFH 505.6.H85 P37 (LAW, HAM, HAW)

RESERVE  KFH 505.6.H85 P37 (HAW)


Includes a history of the courts and list of judges, list of Attorneys-General of Hawaii, table of cases, list of cases appealed from Supreme Court of Hawaii to Supreme Court of United States, list of Hawaiian cases reported in American and English annotated cases.

Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH 48.1 .T52 (LAW, HAW)
NATIVE RIGHTS AND CLAIMS


Materials from the October 16, 1993 meeting of the Association.

Call Number: RESERVE KF 8210 .A57 N38 (HAW)


Compiled from the original documents and published by authority of the trustees. Includes the wills of Ruth Keelikolani and Bernice P. Bishop, Charles R. Bishop Deeds of Gift to Trustees, and the Deed of Gift, Queen Emma to Charles R. Bishop. Also includes important dates in Hawaiian history, session laws, decisions of court, and other trustee related documents.

Call Number: KFH 139 .C4 B47 1957 (HAW)
SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 139 .C4 B47 1957 (LAW)


Compiled from the original documents and published by authority of the trustees. Includes the wills of Ruth Keelikolani and Bernice P. Bishop, Charles R. Bishop Deeds, and the Queen Emma Trust Deed. Also includes session laws, decisions of court, and other trustee related documents.

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 139 .C4 B47 1927 (HAW)
SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 139 .C4 B47 1927 (LAW)


Co-recipient of the 1997 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Examines "the issues surrounding the ceded lands dispute and the implications of the OHA v. State decision." (Introduction, p. 4). Includes a history of the Ceded Lands Trust and its statutory evolution.

Call Number: KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW)
KFH 139 .L3 C43 (HAM)
RESERVE KFH 139 .L3 C43 (HAW)

Jerome, Craig. Balancing Authority and Responsibility: The Forbes Cave Collection, NAGPRA, and Hawai‘i. Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i, William S. Richardson School of Law, [2006].

Call Number: KF 292 .W545 A5 (HAM)
RESERVE KF 292 .W545 A5 (LAW, HAW)

Studies the "indigineity and U.S. land policy using the analytical categories of gender, rank, and class to examine concepts of race, citizenship, and entitlement in the creation of the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1920 (HHCA). It traces the establishment of the fifty-percent blood quantum rule that continues to define 'native Hawaiian,' as it originates from the HHCA" (Abstract, p. iv-v).

Call Number: DU 627.6.A5 K38 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 627.6 .A5 K38 (HAW)


"In August 1997 four revered kupuna (native Hawaiian elders) and a professor of trust-law publicly charged Bishop Estate trustees with gross incompetence and massive trust abuse. Entitled "Broken Trust," the statement provided devastating details of rigged appointments, violated trusts, cynical manipulation of the trust’s beneficiaries, and the shameful involvement of many of Hawai‘i's powerful" (Publisher's description).

Call Number: KF 228 .K36 K56 (LAW, HAM, HAW)


Recipient of the 1998 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. "Examines the discourse surrounding the Native Hawaiian constitutional status within its cultural, social, and political context" (Introduction, p. 7). Exposes flaws in Stuart Minor Benjamin's Yale Law Journal article entitled Equal Protection and the Special Relationship: The Case of Native Hawaiians in which he argues that "Equal Protection case law requires nullification of Native Hawaiian programs" (Introduction, p. 5).

Call Number: KF 292 .W545 A5 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE KF 292 .W545 A5 (HAW)


Co-recipient of the 2003 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Provides a comparative analysis of the judicial reluctance to recognize the Hawaiian and Maori language right. "Offers, then critiques, a proposal for the Hawaii Legislature to recognize a cultural right to use 'Olelo Hawai'i in the courts" (Introduction, p. 6).

Call Number: KZ 245.H3 D88 (LAW)
P 119.32 .U6 K87 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW)
RESERVE P119.32 .U6 K87 (HAW)


Provides a comprehensive analysis of the many Native Hawaiian rights issues. Covers topics such as Native Hawaiian lands and sovereignty, securing individual Hawaiian land titles, natural resource rights, traditional and customary rights, and resources benefiting Native Hawaiians.

Co-recipient of the 1997 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Examines the 'legal' dispute over the *ki‘i la‘au*, a Native Hawaiian cultural artifact that was to be sold at auction. Contains legal analysis of the facts and relevant law with attention to the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA). Also employs analytical tools developed under Critical Legal Studies and Critical Race Theory and describes an alternate viewpoint from which to examine the dispute.


An annual report of the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands. Includes an organization chart, land use summary, overview of applicable laws and legislation, financial statements, and an extensive appendix.


Describes federal breaches and federal responsibility under the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act. Also includes a brief history of the Act. State breaches and actions are also reported.

**United States Senate, Select Committee on Indian Affairs and United States House, Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Administration of Native Hawaiian Home Lands: Joint Hearings before the Select Committee on Indian Affairs, United States Senate, and the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives, One Hundred First Congress, First Session, on Oversight Hearing on the Administration of Native Hawaiian Home Lands.** Washington: U.S. G.P.O.: For sale by the Supt. of Docs., Congressional Sales Office, U.S. G.P.O., 1990.

Statements and testimony from the Oversight Hearing on the Administration of Native Hawaiian Home Lands held before the U.S. Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, meeting jointly with the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, House of Representatives. Statements are organized by hearing date and location. Hearings were held in the month of August 1989 in Honolulu, Lihue, Kaunakakai, Wailuku, and Hilo. Statements came from individuals such as Daniel K. Inouye (U.S. Senator), Daniel K. Akaka (U.S. Representative), Dr. Kekuni Blaisdell (Pro-Hawaiian Sovereignty Group), Thomas Kaulukukui, Sr. (OHA Board of Trustees, chairman), Melody K. MacKenzie (Native Hawaiian Legal Corporation, senior staff attorney), Davianna McGregor (Protect Kaho‘olawe ‘Ohana), Ilima A. Pi'ianaia (Hawaiian Homes Commission, chair and Hawaiian Home Lands, director), and Mililani Trask (Ka La Hui Hawaii, Kia‘aina and Gibson Foundation, executive director).
OVERTHROW AND ANNEXATION

ONLINE RESOURCES

University of Hawaii Digital & Digitized Collections
The Annexation of Hawaii: A Collection of Documents
http://libweb.hawaii.edu/digicoll/annexation/annexation.html

This website offers free access to:

- The Blount Report [Affairs in Hawaii]
- Congressional Debates on Hawaii Organic Act
- Anti-Annexation Petition [Palapala Hoopii Kue Hoohuaina]
- Anti-Annexation Protest Documents

PRINT RESOURCES


Includes commentary on various legal documents between the United States and Hawaiian Kingdom.

Call Number: RESERVE DU627.5.A4 T79 (LAW)


Describes the United States role in events surrounding the overthrow of the Hawaiian Kingdom. "Expands upon the Native Hawaiian Study Commission Report, and presents several hundred candid and confidential quotes from the 1,400-page U.S. House Report, published in 1895" (Forward, p. 7).

Call Number: DU 627.2 .B83 (LAW, HAM, HAW)


Examines topics such as the role of Theodore Roosevelt within Hawaiian history, the Queen's dilemma in 1893, American expansionism, Hawaiian resistance, the Treaty of Annexation, and the Hawaiian petition.

Call Number: DU 627.4 .C64 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 627.4 .C64 (LAW, HAW)

"[S]ome testimony of the officers of the United States navy will be offered, but otherwise no statements of those interested upon the Queen's side, nor even of those who might be fairly regarded as disinterested, will be presented. No special effort will be made to defend or explain Mr. Cleveland's action, except by offering the facts as gathered in the manner alluded to, and by showing what that action was; and the reader will form his own judgment as to whether or not Mr. Cleveland's course was controlled by reason and justice, and dictated by a true regard for American honor" (p. 4).

Call Number:   DU 627.2 .G5 (LAW, HAM)  
                RESERVE   DU 627.2 .G5 (HAW)


Examines the people and events surrounding the trial of Queen Lili'uokalani. Includes lists of persons accused of treason and misprison of treason.

Call Number:   DU 627.18 T75 (HAM, HAW)  
                RESERVE   DU 627.18 .T75 (LAW, HAW)


Examines the stories of politicians, spies, military commanders, and business leaders who took it upon themselves to oust foreign leaders and governments. The author also shows that the U.S. has often pursued these actions without fully understanding the countries involved.

Call Number:   E744 .K49 (LAW, HAM)


"Examines the intricacies of the process by which the Anglo-American legal system was appropriated by the sovereign Kingdom of Hawai'i in the early nineteenth century" (Introduction, p. 31). It also looks at the consequences of the legal changes for everyday life in Hilo, HI.

Call Number:   DU 624.65 .M47 (LAW, HAM, HAW)  
                RESERVE   DU 624.65 .M47 (LAW, HAW)


Documents the organized Native Hawaiian resistance to annexation. Includes a brief background and chronology of important events. Photocopies of the original petitions are organized by island, district, and gender.

Call Number:   KZ 245 .H3 M56 (HAM, HAW)  
                RESERVE   KZ 245.H3 M56 (LAW, HAW)

Focuses on mainland opposition to the annexation of Hawaii. Challenges views of anti-imperialists written by New Left-oriented historians. Also examines the particular forces that overcame the resistance to the acquisition of Hawaii.

Call Number: DU 627.4 .O83 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 627.4 O83 (HAW)


A political history of the Kingdom of Hawai‘i from 1840 to 1887. Utilizes legislative texts, contemporary newspapers, and works by Hawaiian historians. Contains an analysis of the political issues surrounding the Bayonet Constitution and links past events with the current struggle for sovereignty.

Call Number: DU 624.6 .O86 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 624.6 O86 (HAW)


"Refutes the myth of passivity through documentation and study of the many forms of resistance by the Kanaka Maoli to political, economic, linguistic, and cultural oppression, beginning with the arrival of Captain Cook until the struggle over the 'annexation'..." (Introduction, p. 1). Analyzes the history of Hawai‘i through many Hawaiian language newspapers, books, and letters.

Call Number: DU 625 .S49 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 625 .S49 (LAW, HAM, HAW)

Silva, Noenoe K. *The 1897 Petitions Protesting Annexation*. [1998].

Call Number: DU 625.3 .S55 (HAW)
RESERVE DU 625.3 .S55 (HAW)


Contains United States Congressional documents regarding Hawaii in the mid 1890s. Includes what is commonly known as the Blount Report, a draft of the constitution of January 14, 1893, a diagram of the Boston troops in January 1893, stockholder information (name, nationality, shares, value) for many of the large businesses in Hawaii, as well as various messages from the President of the United States.

Excerpt: "Therefore the military occupation of Honolulu by the United States on the day mentioned was wholly without justification, either as an occupation by consent or as an occupation necessitated by dangers threatening American life and property" (p. 452).

Call Number: DU 627.19 U58 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 627.19. U58 (LAW, HAW)
REFERENCE MATERIALS


A comprehensive reference guide to Hawaii’s newspapers from 1834 – 2000. Includes alphabetical annotated entries of the over 1,000 newspapers during this time. Also contains separate lists of newspapers by category and date. Scanned images of select newspapers add great interest.

Call Number: Z 6952 .H3 C43 (HAM)
RESERVE Z 6952 .H3 C43 (LAW, HAM, HAW)


Call Number: KFH 75 .K532 (HAW)
RESERVE KFH 75 .K532 (LAW, HAW)


Provides English definitions of Hawaiian words commonly used in early Hawaiian land-conveyance documents. Intended to aid those who already have some proficiency with the Hawaiian language. Contains sample Hawaiian land-conveyance documents along with their full English translations.

Call Number: KFH 126 .A68 D53 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE KFH 126.A68 D53 (LAW, HAM, HAW)


A comprehensive collection of statistics of Native Hawaiians in Hawai‘i. Contains information on demographics, vital statistics, land holdings, education, health, human services, housing, economic development, and public safety. General legal and Hawaiian advocacy organizations are included (p. 124). The appendix addresses issues such as, who is a “Hawaiian”, “Native Hawaiian” versus “native Hawaiian”, definitions of “Hawaiian” (p. 219).

Call Number: DU 624.65 .N34 (HAM)
RESERVE DU 624.65 .N34 (LAW, HAM, HAW)

Contains numerous essays and oral testimonies concerning Native Hawaiian self-determination. Includes a preface by Lilikalā Kameʻeleihiwa outlining the recent history of the Hawaiian sovereignty movement. Provides a glossary of Hawaiian terms and chronology of events related to Hawai'i's interaction with the West. Also includes findings and recommendations of the Peoples' International Tribunal, Hawai'i.

Call Number: DU 624.65 .I75 (LAW, HAM, HAW)
RESERVE DU 624.65 .I75 (HAW)

Del Castillo, Rafael. Heaven under the Sword: The Hawaiian Decolonization Dilemma. Honolulu: University of Hawai'i, William S. Richardson School of Law, 1996.

Co-recipient of the 1997 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Draws together generalizations from more than sixty decolonizations in Africa to illustrate "the relationship between the forces and actors in decolonization and post-independence events" (Introduction, p. 4). Shows the parallels between Hawaiian and African sovereignty movements applying lessons from Africa to Hawai'i.

Call Number: KFH 505.5.H39 A49 (LAW)
KF 292 .W543 A5 (LAW)
KZ 245 .H3 D45 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE KZ 245 .H3 D45 (HAW)


Call Number: DU 624.65 .D52 (HAM)
RESERVE DU 624.65 .D52 (HAW)


"Tells the history of [native Hawaiian] dispossession. It tells about the rise of their sovereignty movement, and discusses the models for nationhood which various pro-sovereignty groups are proposing. This book, however, is not intended to represent a complete picture of the subject of native Hawaiian sovereignty. It is merely an introduction, an overview in outline, of what native Hawaiian sovereignty is all about" (Preface).

Call Number: DU 623.25 .D835 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE JX 245.H3 D83 (LAW)
RESERVE DU 623.25 .D835 (HAW)

Co-recipient of the 2003 Amy C. Richardson Award for best research paper on Native Hawaiian issues. Attempts to convince federal lawmakers that Congress should pass the Akaka Bill. Supports the argument that the Akaka Bill is the best method for the Native Hawaiian people to achieve self-government.

Call Number: KZ 245.H3 D88 (LAW, HAW)
RESERVE KFH 505.5 H39 A49 (LAW)
RESERVE KZ 245 .H3 D88 (HAW)


Intended to "assist those Kanaka Maoli communities or individuals who are involved, or decide to become involved, in legislative or administrative processes..." (Introduction, p. xi). Provides a description of the legislative process, duties and responsibilities of State agencies, and an outline of the law that requires State and county agencies to conduct their respective duties in a manner that is open and conducive to public participation. Also offers written and oral testimony as an effective method of public participation in the decision making process and general descriptions of the administrative rule making and contested case hearing procedures. Concludes with a discussion on laws which directly impact the cultural rights of Kanaka Maoli people and suggest various strategies to protect these rights.

Call Number: JK 9389 .E32 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE JK 9389 .E32 (LAW, HAW)


Using the comparative historical method, this book looks at the experience of indigenous peoples, specifically the Native Hawaiians, showing how a nation can express culture and citizenship while seeking ways to attain greater sovereignty over territory, culture, and politics. It explores one central research question: What are the opportunities for indigenous groups to attain greater rights? (Publisher’s description).

Call Number: RESERVE DU 624.65 .L93 (HAW)


Documents the organized Native Hawaiian resistance to annexation. Includes a brief background and chronology of important events. Photocopies of the original petitions are organized by island, district, and gender.

Call Number: KZ 245 .H3 M56 (HAM, HAW)
RESERVE KZ 245.H3 M56 (LAW, HAW)


Contains provocative essays on Native Hawaiian rights, sovereignty and self-determination, conflict between Hawaiian culture and corporate tourism, racism against Native Hawaiians, politics of academic freedom, and native student organization at the University of Hawai'i.
* Items Listed Chronologically

He Olelo No Na Kanawai, O Ko Hawaii Nei Pae Aina, Na Kauikeaouli Ke Alii. [Honolulu], Oahu: Mea Pai Palapala a na Misionari, 1834.

Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH 30 1834 .A23 (HAW)
              MICROFICHE 13 item 2 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE S00053 item 2 (HAM)

He Olelo No Na Kanawai, O Ko Hawaii Nei Pae Aina, Na Kauikeaouli Ke Alii. [Honolulu], Oahu: Mea Pai Palapala a na Misionari, 1835.

Call Number:  MICROFICHE 13 item 3 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE S00053 item 3 (HAM)

He Kumu Kanawai, a Me Ke Kanawai Hooponopono Waiwai, No Ko Hawaii Nei Pae Aina, Na Kamehameha III. 1839.

Call Number:  KFH 30.5 .K86 1839a (HAW)
              RESERVE KFH 30.5  K86 1839a (HAW)
              MICROFICHE 13 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE S00053 item 4 (HAM)

He Kumu Kanawai, a Me Ke Kanawai Hooponopono Waiwai, No Ko Hawaii Nei Pae Aina, Na Kamehameha III. 1840.

Call Number:  MICROFICHE 13 item 5 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE 17 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE S00053 item 5 (HAM)
              MICROFICHE S00056 (HAM)

Ke Kumu Kanawai, A Me Na Kanawai O Ko Hawaii Pae Aina, Kamehameha III. Honolulu, 1841.

Call Number:  MICROFICHE 18 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE S00057 (HAM)

Ke Kumu Kanawai, A Me Na Kanawai O Ko Hawaii Pae Aina, Kamehameha III. Honolulu, 1841-[1842].

Call Number:  MICROFICHE 19 (LAW)
              MICROFICHE S00058 (HAM)


Call Number:  RESERVE  KFH 30 1845-47 .A2342 (HAW)
He Kanawai Hoopai Karaima No Ko Hawaii Pae Aina, I Hooholoia E Na'ilii a Me Ka Poeikohoia I Ka La 21 O Iune, M.H. 1850, A Ua Huiia Me Kekahi Mau Kanawai E Ae I Hooholoia E Na'ilii A Me Ka Poeikohoia I Ko Lakou Akoakoa Ana I Ka Makahiki 1850. Honolulu: Mea Pai Palapala a na Misionari, 1850.

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 561 .A3 1850 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 24 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00062 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00086 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00090 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00092 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00094 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00096 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE 27 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00067 (HAM)

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00098 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00100 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00102 (HAM)


Call Number: SPECIAL COLLECTION KFH 25.A24, Session Laws Hawaii, 1860 – 1876 (LAW) MICROFICHE S00104 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00106 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE 26 (LAW) MICROFICHE S00064 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00108 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00110 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S0012 (HAM)


Call Number: MICROFICHE S00130 (HAM)

Call Number: MICROFICHE S00132 (HAM)

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 561 .A3 1897a (HAW)
MICROFICHE 32 (LAW)
MICROFICHE 35 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00071 (HAM)

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 30 1897 .A246 (HAW)
MICROFICHE 34 (LAW)
MICROFICHE S00073 (HAM)

Call Number: RESERVE KFH 25 .A242 various years (HAW)